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1: Executive Summary 
The World's Broken Workplace - 85% of workers worldwide hate their jobs when 
surveyed anonymously, according to a Gallup poll released last year. 
 
Impresso Labs is a blockchain and mobile application based company providing 
profile and CV data validation for the recruitment and networking industry. 
IMPRESSO the App allows for a user’s skills, educational and career data to be 
validated. Validated data stored on the blockchain will provide both security and 
privacy with access rights belonging to the user. Hiring companies and businesses 
will have the opportunity of having access to this data for better informed 
recruitment and business decisions. The future of work published by McKinsey 
Global Institute underlines a dynamic revolutionary change that has started today in 
the industry of work. IMPRESSO plans to support these change by providing 
validated and secure data for tomorrow’s job seekers, professional networkers, hiring 
managers and recruitment companies.  
 
Our target markets are in job hunting and applications, company and recruitment 
agencies and professional networking with focus on the growing blockchain 
community. As much of the research on this whitepaper will show that IMPRESSO 
will fulfill some major gaps and challenges faced in these markets today from 
process efficiency, the right person for the right job and company, saving time and 
money. Although in this multi-billion dollar landscape there are many different 
solution providers, IMPRESSO is uniquely position due to its use of new technologies 
and innovations we have already started to adopt quick and aggressively. For 
example we are the only ones that will not only launch a blockchain product that will 
revolutionize the way users store their career data but also a compelling mobile app 
that looks like a cross breed between a professional social networking platform and 
a dating application. 
 
We shall primarily be focusing on delivering our services within the blockchain 
industry, to help sustain and provide valuable resources to our ever growing 
industry/ ecosystem.  Which consists of an international user base of companies, 
candidates and educational institutions. Through the means of community building, 
social media, search marketing, paid advertising and cross-promotion with our 
partners/affiliates, will help us position ourselves as the leading career & educational 
data validator. 
 
Impresso Labs currently under the parent company XOBAEDI Sarl is located on 
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)’s innovation park. Post ICO 
Impresso Labs will be registered independently as an S.A (like an Inc.) and continue 
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to be located here in Switzerland with plans to have 2 locations abroad to be closer 
to our potential business partners in the USA and Asia. The IMPRESSO team is made 
of developers, HR, business, technical and cryptocurrency specialists. Being located 
in EPFL and Switzerland also gives IMPRESSO valuable and accessible resources to 
new blockchain technologies. Impresso Labs plans to start generating revenues 
from year 1 (2019) these revenues will increase over time as more services and 
developments get materialised. By the end of year 1 we hope to have reached 200K 
users on the platform and between 1-2M by year 3. Our ICO is to raise up to $54M 
with a soft cap of $3M to get us started. With our users being able to use the 
platform with token transactions by the end of year 1.  
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2: Introduction 
2.1. Who we are 
Impresso Labs is a Swiss-based technology startup, managed by a stellar team of 
developers, HR, business, technical and financial specialists with decades of 
combined experience. We are located on the École Polytechnique Fédérale de 
Lausanne (EPFL)’s innovation park. 
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How it all started 
Our story began in early 2016, when the first initial idea of developing a platform that 
will help recruiters, job seekers and networking. Supported by the CTI Swiss 
(Commission of Technology and Innovation) training was conducted here in EPFL 
Innovation Park to further develop the idea and concepts. 
 
In late 2016 Xobaedi Sarl was founded in Switzerland through the advisory support of 
InnoVaud. We chose to base our operations in Switzerland thanks to their 
forward-thinking legislation, and positive support for innovative start-ups employing 
cutting-edge technologies. When researching the recruitment and value networking 
industries, we established the IMPRESSO project to begin solving the fundamental 
challenges uncovered in our research. 
 
In late 2017, we began investigating and incorporating blockchain technologies into 
our technology stack. This enabled us to take advantage of the incredible potential 
offered by these technologies. In doing so, we have now the possibility to build a more 
secure and ultimately more valuable solution to the challenges faced by every 
employer, job seeker and professional networker. 
 

“Can I trust the data I am seeing?”   

What is IMPRESSO? 
IMPRESSO’s core is in its validated profile and CV system architecture. The application 
combined with blockchain technology, IMPRESSO introduces the SMART CV (Secure, 
Monetise, Automate, Reactive and Trust) which encompasses all personal career data 
posted to the user’s future blockchain profile. This will replace today’s traditional 
resumes hosted online on traditional servers. Companies and recruiters will be able to 
trust SMART CV’s accuracy as all personal data will be validated through the 
blockchain.  
 
The App is a value blockchain based platform with proprietary technology for job 
seekers, companies, recruiters and networkers. The platform is both simplistic and 
innovative as its artificial intelligence (AI) includes features such as skills, candidate 
personality, company culture as well as compensation matching.  
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The Impresso team is building a highly valuable platform for the community at large: 
an application which solves fundamental issues impacting our daily interactions in 
the areas of employment and collaborative networking. 

2.2. Mission and Vision 

Our mission is to build the next generation of career data management and value 
networking ecosystems. One that benefits both employers and employees fairly, 
by establishing an inherently trusted system that rewards participation, and shares 
the rewards more equitably. 
 
In our vision we believe the traditional 
approach to value networking and 
exploitation of personal data is both unfair and 
unbalanced. The current technology solutions 
being developed and proposed, such as 
increasingly automated AI-driven candidate 
assessments, are compounding the problem 
rather than offering a real solution. 
   
Based on our research, we are convinced that 
a decentralized blockchain-based approach 
offers a superior solution. One that provides 
the control, transparency, and verifiability that 
employers need to make good hiring 
decisions - and one that provides the privacy, 
security, and rewards people want to take 
charge of their own career development. 
 
This whitepaper outlines our proposed solution and product vision on how we see the 
future of recruitment, career development and value networking. 

Impresso’s Manifesto - Goals 
This is our 10-point ambition: what we want to accomplish and achieve: 
 
1. Give users control of their personal career data to be able to control who and when 
their data is shared with. 
 
2. Provide a secure and immutable record of user’s company accomplishments 
without the worry of it being lost or dependent on any company. 
 
3. Enable users to easily leverage their personal and career data to advance their 
careers and networking opportunities. 
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4. Enable users to quickly find suitable job openings, and apply for them easily, 
without requiring users to register with multiple websites & services. 

 
5. Tokenize and reward participation in our 
recruitment, career advancement, and 
value networking ecosystem - using a fair 
and equitable system. 
 
 
6. Provide employers with the control, 
transparency, and verifiability they need to 
make better hiring decisions, while 
lowering costs and efforts to make those 
decisions. 
 

7. Enable employers to quickly find the best candidates available for newly open 
positions. 
 
8. Create a blockchain-based recruitment, job posting, and career data transaction 
platform, solving the major challenges faced by employers and job seekers alike. 
 
9. Create unquestionable value to the global employment ecosystem, so all 
individuals and companies will benefit including existing recruitment platforms and 
agencies. The potential of an open platform where other platforms can easily 
integrate with.  
 
10. Create a sustainable business model through transaction fees and token sales 
without the need of a validating third party. 
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2.3. The Recruitment and Networking Industry 

The recruitment and networking industry today are far from being as efficient as 
they could be. 

Why?  

On one hand in-house recruiters spend money on systems, middlemen, 
screening tools without the guarantee of having hired the best candidate for the 
job and without even being sure that all data on the candidate’s CV is true. 
 
Recruiters then have to deal with the consequences of not having the right person for 
the job: lower productivity, higher employee turnover etc. 
 
And on the other hand, job seekers waste time filling tedious job applications online 
as many times as they have applied for jobs. And even when they are qualified for the 
job they are applying to, the have absolutely no guarantee to be called back for an 
interview. 
 
These are just some of the issues faced by both parties in recruitment today. 
 
The hundreds of billions $ recruitment market will change. 

How?  

Blockchain with an intuitive platform will be a game changer. 
 
What if I told you that a recruiter will never have to check if a CV, a reference, or a 
language skill, nor will he have to spend hours screening hundreds of CVs? They 
would always get to see the best candidate for the role and would also access 
information such as personality and culture fit instantly. 
 
That will all be possible with IMPRESSO’s blockchain based professional and 
recruitment app. 
 
Blockchain technology allows everyone to have a secure and distributed digital ledger 
of their data, assets and transactions. In other words, blockchain offers the first ever 
solution for completely truthful and validated profiles. 
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What is it in for me? 

IMPRESSO will feature a flexible system in which users can create their S.M.A.R.T CV. 
With web links or APIs through IMPRESSO, users will be able to promote and 
integrate their validated CV data unto their preferred recruitment platform, 
networking app and in ERP systems. 
 
Companies, recruiters and networking-based platforms will be able to benefit 
from this system too. Not only will it help their users with data integrity but also 
save them time, money and the headaches misleading profile information causes. 

How we go about it? 

Although the IMPRESSO blockchain is still being structured, IMPRESSO has already 
started development of the User Interface (UI) that will allow users to build their 
interim blockchain profile and CV. A secure way of storing and validating their data is 
also being developed. The data including validation information will be later migrated 
to the IMPRESSO blockchain. Key features and benefits: 
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3: The Recruitment Problem 
3.1. The Recruitment Market 
According to Forbes  on a yearly basis, employers will spend several billions of US 1

dollars on job advertising and networking platforms like Indeed, Glassdoor, LinkedIn, 
CareerBuilder etc. After people apply, companies will spend on average US$ 4,000 per 
candidate on interviews and assessments - even if there is only one position to be 
filled. 
 
In 2016, the employment industry generated USD$ 574 billion  of sales revenue 2

worldwide. 5 countries (the USA, Japan, the UK, Germany and China ) made up the 
majority of the revenue. Overall revenue growth is mostly driven by agency work, 
accounting for US$ 410 billion according to the 2018 edition of the World 
Employment Confederation Economic Report. Furthermore, both Managed Service 
Providers (MSP) and Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) continued to grow, with 
an increase of 11% and 13% compared to 2015, generating US$ 114 billion and US$ 4 
billion respectively. 
 

Split of all recruitment revenue generated in 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 "Google For Jobs: Potential To Disrupt The $200 Billion ... - Forbes." 26 May. 2017, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshbersin/2017/05/26/google-for-jobs-potential-to-disrupt-the-200-billion-recruiting-industry/ 
2 "KEY FINDINGS Economic Report 2018 - World Employment ...." https://www.wecglobal.org/economicreport2018/key-findings.html 
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Recruitment practices are also developing quickly in emerging economies such as 
China, India, and the Southeast Asian regions. In these markets alone, online job offers 
have increased fourfold since 2012. Jobboard Finder estimates this market is worth 
close to US$ 550 million (not including China). Japan is also considered a huge 
contender with a market worth of around US$ 350 million. 

Online Recruitment Market (Target Market)  
The most common form of online recruitment is the advertisement of job openings 
on job sites and corporate sites. This is intended to create a more efficient process for 
the recruitment and selection of candidates. These sources can include Internet job 
boards, applicant tracking systems, resume databases and more. There is a plethora 
of platforms, search engines, aggregators, and service providers that serve the 
recruitment market - with more being added every day. However, the majority of 
these online services are small and insignificant in the grand scheme of things. 

The Figure below shows there are only a few big players in this market: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
An important differentiation is that ‘job boards’ typically include positions posted by 
employers, while ‘job search engines’ aggregate job listings from job boards and 
company websites. In our business model we do not focus on job search engines or 
aggregators, so we will focus on the job boards and other sites offering job posting 
services. 
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The job board marketplace is highly fractured. On the one hand, you have the 
international giants such as Monster, CareerBuilder, SEEK and Indeed. On the other 
hand, there are hundreds of thousands of niche and local job sites whose turnover 
could be under US$ 10,000 . 3

 
According to the latest Technavio report, the global recruitment outsourcing market 
is forecasted to grow at an average of 17% per year from 2017 to 2021.  
 
According to Jobboard Finder, the second largest market in terms of growth are 
value networks such as LinkedIn, Viadeo and Xing. This is supported by the Social 
Talent’s 2016 Global Recruiting Survey, where almost every recruiter surveyed (97%) 
used LinkedIn to look for candidates. The number of ‘significant’ players in this market 
is therefore limited with Facebook entering the marketplace recently and growing in 
popularity. 

When looking at the five largest job boards and value network platforms, we can see 
that the number of users on a platform was not the only driver for revenue. The 
interactions of users on the platform plays also a significant role. For example, Indeed 
has around 200M users, which is less than half of LinkedIn’s user base. Yet they 
reported a revenue of US$ 1.9B in 2017, which represents 83% of LinkedIn’s total 
revenue in the same year as shown in the above graph. At Impresso we understand 

3 "E-recruitment market trends by Jobboard Finder | Jobboard Finder." https://www.jobboardfinder.com/en/e-recruitment 
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the value of interactions and valued connections rather than promoting or having 
high user numbers.  

3.2. So, what’s the headache about?  

Where do you even start? Recruiters are all facing the same issues: there is an almost 
unlimited source of candidates but never the guarantee that they will find the one 
whose skills, experience and personality will fit their requirements. They go through 
an expensive and lengthy process without even being sure that all the data they have 
is trustable or that the chosen one will fit with the company’s culture. 

Are these really the best candidates available?  
Although companies are often getting overloaded 
with applications, paradoxically it has become more 
difficult to fill available job positions. For example, 
45% of employers say they can’t find the skills they 
need and it’s their biggest challenge in hiring  . On 4

average, each corporate job offer attracts 250 
resumes. Of those candidates, 4 to 6 will get called 
for an interview, and only one will get the job  . Initial 5

screening of candidates largely depends on 
automated checking of skills and experiences listed 
on the candidate’s CV. But what if these automated 
checks do not actually provide you with the truth? 
 
A 2018 Benchmark report by HireRight found that 
84% of respondents found a misinterpretation on a 
CV. Background checks can certainly help to identify 
these misinterpretations but performing them in 
such an early stage with 200+ candidates would be a 
costly exercise. And a more concerning issue, 
according to HR Review , Two-thirds of CV’s contain 6

false information. 
 

4 "Solving the Talent Shortage." http://www.manpower.com.bo/images/MG_TalentShortage2018_lo.pdf 
5 "Top 99+ Recruiting and Hiring Statistics HR Pros Must Know in ... - Zety." 27 Sep. 2018, https://zety.com/blog/hr-statistics 
6 "Two-thirds of CV's contain false information | HR review." 6 Nov. 2013, 
http://www.hrreview.co.uk/hr-news/recruitment/two-thirds-of-cvs-contain-false-information/49321 
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If specific talent is needed, the search for a perfect candidate can get even harder 
when specific qualifications are required. Maybe the most suitable person is not even 
looking for a new job at the moment. Maybe the right candidate is looking but did 
not hear about the job opening because they are using the ‘wrong’ platform. 
 
So, the challenge becomes: how to attract qualified candidates, even if they are not 
actively looking for a new job right now, or do not see the published job opening? 

How to convince the best candidates to join? 

Assuming the best candidates are identified for the position, now the real struggle 
begins - which is convincing them to join the company. According to People Matters, 
86% of hiring companies expect intense competition for scouting the best talent. 
Many companies try to offer joining bonuses or hire talent with short-term or 
contractor roles just to get them onboard. It’s true this works sometimes, but just as 
often it does not - hence the issue of talent shortage described in the above section. 
 
To compound matters, millennials now make up the largest workforce generation in 
the US and Europe, yet they are also the hardest to attract by simply offering more 
money. In fact, this generation considers it more important than ever that the 
corporate culture fits their values and preferences. Nearly 80% of millennials look for a 
personal and cultural fit with employers first, and then look into the career potential 
the role offers . Corporate reputation, social responsibility, and cultural fit thus play an 7

important role in a candidate’s decision to join (or leave) a company. 

People abandon the recruitment process before completing! 
An interesting result of the automation of recruitment, is that too often it has resulted 
in producing an overly long and/or complex recruitment process. Research shows 
that 60% of job seekers have quit an application midway due to its length or 
complexity.  

8

 
These challenges get exponentially tougher for smaller companies, who have a higher 
degree or risk attached to any new hire (hence an increased need for assessment), as 
well as fewer resources to build effective recruitment systems. To put a number to 
this, our research found that 45% of small businesses found few or no qualified 
applicants for their job openings. 

7 "How Companies Can Attract the Best College Talent." 17 Mar. 2014, https://hbr.org/2014/03/how-companies-can-attract-the-best-college-talent 
8 "Study: Most Job Seekers Abandon Online Job Applications - SHRM." 8 Mar. 2016, 
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/technology/pages/study-most-job-seekers-abandon-online-job-applications.aspx 
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Furthermore, a recent study also found that it takes an average of 52 days to fill an 
open position in 2017, up from 48 days back in 2011.  So not only do many candidates 9

miss out on a job opportunity due to an overly convoluted recruitment process, but it 
also takes a lot of time to evaluate candidates anyway - so there are no guarantees 
people will still be available after almost two-full months of waiting. 

How will the new hire fit into the team and company? And how 
can we retain the best candidates long-term? 
Assuming that you have already hired the best candidate for the job, the work is still 
not done yet. Now comes the issue of retaining that talent, especially after investing 
so much to recruit them in the first place. For example, over 40% of new hires who left 
their jobs voluntarily in 2013 did so within six months of starting a new position.  We 10

have established that cultural fit is also an important topic for companies. According 
to LinkedIn, business leaders agree that employer branding, company culture and 
career growth have a significant impact for hiring top talents. For example, 77% of 
employers say it is very important to find candidates who are a good cultural fit when 
making a hiring decision.  11

 
Research from Brandon Hall suggests that organizations investing in employer 
branding are three times more likely to make a quality hire. This means investing in 
employer branding can ultimately save significant costs in the long run. These 
numbers really showcase the problem with current recruitment practices. 

Visibility and control over the recruitment process needed! 

The overwhelming majority of candidates for open job positions comes from third 
parties. This means that company recruiters and HR staff simply do not have real 
control over the type and quality of candidates received, as the 3rd party service will 
(by design own) and control the whole process. For many companies, this is a serious 
issue as demonstrated in the below graph.  12

 
 

9 "Bersin by Deloitte: U.S. Spending on Recruitment Rises, Driven by ...." 23 Apr. 2015, 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bersin-by-deloitte-us-spending-on-recruitment-rises-driven-by-increased-competition-for-critical-talent-3000
70986.html 
10 "Why Employees Quit Jobs Right After They've Started | Inc.com." 17 Apr. 2014, https://www.inc.com/adam-vaccaro/voluntary-turnover-six-months.html 
11 "The role of workplace culture in attracting top talent - Robert Walters." 
https://www.robertwalters.co.uk/hiring/hiring-advice/robert-walters-recruitment-whitepapers/The-Role-Of-Workplace-Culture-in-Attracting-Top-Talent-Lau
nch.html 
12 "recruiting funnel benchmark report - Jobvite." 
https://www.jobvite.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Jobvite_2017_Recruiting_Funnel_Benchmark_Report.pdf 
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As you can see, barely 1 in 20 candidates will be sourced by the hiring company 
directly, and the rest will be handled and managed by an external entity. It is 
therefore not a surprise to see that job boards and staffing agencies make up more 
than 50% of a company’s recruiting budget. If direct recruitment spending could be 
decreased, this would offer a huge opportunity for internal HR recruiters to focus on 
all the necessary steps to attract, hire and retain top talent. Which ultimately would 
reduce the company churn rate (i.e. employee turnover), which we have already 
shown is a massive and wasteful expense. 

3.3. How IMPRESSO helps recruiters 

IMPRESSO will save HR managers time and money wasted trying to screen and 
select relevant CVs either in-house or by having to rely on third party providers. 
 
Indeed, with IMPRESSO, every CV profile on the system has already been validated 
and secured on the blockchain. If a profile matches your search, you can instantly 
invite the candidate to connect and be assured that you have the best possible match 
while being able to completely trust the data.  
 
In accessing IMPRESSO, recruiters will be able to make better hiring decisions, while 
lowering costs and boosting effectiveness.  
 
Employers will enjoy a range of benefits from using IMPRESSO: 

→ Access trusted and validated profile data, work experiences and skills 

→ Reducing the need to use middlemen to hire new employees 

→ Save time and cost on the end-end recruitment cycle 

→ Have a better overview of all available potential candidates 

→ Get a larger overview of candidates 
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→ Reduce employer efforts to convince candidates the job is right for them 

→ Access candidate cultural and personality fit prior to the interview 

→ Reduce the rate of attrition 

→ Simplify candidate applications while reducing dropout rate 

Are these really the best candidates available? 

Employers will no longer be limited to actively searching candidates siloed into one 
particular platform. Through the IMPRESSO ecosystem companies will have the new 
ability to reach out to all the most suitable and relevant candidates, whether they are 
actively seeking new employment or not. Candidates will have the option to engage 
further if they so wish, but at least the offer can be presented to them as an invitation. 
Unlike traditional online recruitment methods, companies are no longer limited by 
“middlemen” artificially limiting the available pool of candidates. 
 
The IMPRESSO ecosystem allows for anyone on the platform to be a recruiter. Using 
token economics and value networking community, users can recommend other 
users to open positions in a unique and simple interface. 

Candidates not completing the job application 

Our aim is to greatly simplify the recruitment process, by giving job seekers the ability 
to write their profiles and CVs once - and voluntarily distribute them online to any 
interested party. This is the literal definition of “write once, use many times”.  

Instead of having to tediously fill out multiple applications ultimately based on the 
same information i.e. like a job history, users can simply send their SMART-CV & 
SMART-Profile to apply for open positions. With the growing influence of AI in this 
industry, CV formatting and styles to fit into a company’s requirements would be a 
think of the past in the not so distant future. CVs will be read, filtered and classified in 
a matter of microseconds. This will enable true “one-click” job applications, rather 
than the traditional method which requires many minutes (if not hours) of careful 
attention to fill out every application.  

How do I know which candidate is the best fit? 
Human interfacing is extremely unique and extremely challenging. Like in most 
requirements standards, quality checks are performed as much possible to try to 
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maintain a certain acceptable standard to predict an acceptable outcome. Similar 
trying to guess through what is written on a CV and a face to face conversational 
interview has its drawbacks as we see today from market data (Harvard Business 
Review) that 80% of employee turnover is a result of poor hiring decisions.  13

 
In the longer term IMPRESSO plans to provide solutions in 2 areas of focus: 

● Feature work history and performance level of the employee (and in some 
special cases employer’s too) will be made more transparent providing both 
visibility to all parties. 

● A candidate’s personality traits and potential integration success into the 
company’s culture and different team dynamics are made available where 
both parties are open and transparent in providing this information. 

How can we retain the best candidates long-term? 
One of the best benefits of our approach is the ability to build an immutable history of 
employer and employee interactions. Over time, the best employers will clearly 
outshine the poorer quality work environments e.g. those with high employee 
turnover or low job satisfaction scores. 
 
This degree of transparency on both sides, will enable either party to better assess 
whether they really want to work together long-term; while providing clear evidence 
that such an engagement is worthwhile e.g. an employment history. Therefore, it will 
become increasingly difficult, if not impossible, for poor quality employers and 
employees to succeed in the long-term. 

We need more visibility & control over the recruitment process! 
Visibility and transparency are built into IMPRESSO, providing robust data privacy 
control tools and creating a system that rewards mutual exchange of personal data. 
One major goal of our solution is in the areas where there is much inefficiencies and 
the lack of real-time feedback within the current recruitment processes. Where open 
jobs and applications are exchanged directly between the two main parties and the 
need for a middle-men is minimised or not required completely.  
 
While participation in the system is voluntary, our aim is to make the benefits of such 
personal data exchanges as compelling as possible. This is to ensure that there would 
be few (if any) reasons to deny access to a legitimate job offer or value connection. 
 

13 "OC14034." http://www.aabri.com/OC2014Manuscripts/OC14034.pdf 
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Once a connection is established and access approved by both parties: 
● Candidates are always informed of the status of their applications e.g. 

application  received, under review, through to next round, and finalists. 
● Companies are always informed of the employment status and availability of 

candidates, especially if those circumstances change. 

I want to save cost and time in hiring, so I can invest in 
branding & employee retention. 
For companies using the IMPRESSO Ecosystem, our goal is to provide great savings in 
recruitment costs by streamlining the whole process. This includes “cutting out the 
middleman” in favour of direct engagement and employing a decentralized 
approach that enables access to the entire talent pool, rather than an artificially 
limited segment. 

● IMPRESSO plans to reduce the cost of search and hiring for companies.  
● Critical analytics of interactions to be made available to better provide 

customised solutions for different cases. 
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4: The Candidate Problem 
For many skilled candidates, the concept of a ‘career for life’ in one company has 
essentially come to an end. Candidates are now more likely to seek interesting and 
usually highly paid non-permanent roles to advance their careers. As the Minister of 
Manpower in Singapore states: “Facilitated by technology, we can expect the gig 
economy to keep growing”. 

Adding to this, the US Bureau of Labour Statistics shows that 20-24% of Americans 
change jobs every year. Which means that more than 37 million people in the US 
alone, are searching for and being recruited into new jobs every single year.  

Furthermore, there are 53 Million people in the US working as freelancers, which 
represents more than 34% of the American workforce. 

This clearly indicates that many able-bodied workers are open for new job 
opportunities, including project-based and other non-permanent contracts 
contributing in turn to the growing recruitment market. 

4.1. So, what’s the headache about? 

Anyone who has ever filled out a job application, created a value profile, or posted a 
resume online, will be familiar with the basic functionalities we want to revolutionise. 

Data ownership 
The popular saying: ‘If you’re not paying for the product, you are the product’ 
summarises well what candidates have to face: making all their data available on a 
platform, knowing that these are being sold to profit the platform. Worse, candidates 
with specific needs may have to pay a premium license to get additional information. 
There is no reason for these established platforms to change, as they already have a 
business model that works - whether this is to the end-user’s ultimate benefit, or not. 

Suitable role 
For 93% of job seekers, unclear application instructions and role expectations are the 
primary cause of a bad candidate experience.  More than two-thirds (67%) of 14

14 "Why A Poor Candidate Experience Can Destroy Your Business." 12 Sep. 2016, 
https://recruitloop.com/blog/why-a-poor-candidate-experience-can-be-bad-for-business/ 
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employers also believe retention rates would be higher if candidates had a clearer 
picture of what to expect about working at the company before taking the job.  15

More than one third of all job seekers spent two or more hours researching a single 
job, plus an hour to complete the job application. 

Company culture fit 
According to LinkedIn’s Global Recruiting Trend 2017, the top 3 pieces of information 
that are useful when considering a potential employer are culture & values, perks and 
benefits as well as mission & vision.  And if you add to that the fact that 76% of 16

candidates want details on what makes the company an attractive place to work, it 
strongly indicates the value of employer branding, employer reputation, and 
company culture as determining factors in the recruitment process. 
 
The problem is getting a credible company evaluation. 78% of job seekers value 
ratings and reviews by employees for evaluating companies. Although, content 
provided by friends and family is still the most trusted at 72%, while content provided 
by employees is trusted by only 52%. So how can candidates get this information if 
they do not already have a personal connection to the company? In the current 
approach to recruitment, they cannot.  
 
61% of newly hired employees claim the realities of the job differed greatly from the 
expectations set during the interview process.  This further indicates that candidates 17

have real difficulty getting the information they need to make an informed decision. 

Visibility over the recruitment process 
Here is the sad reality of the traditional recruitment process: Recruiters take an 
average of 6 seconds to scan a resume , and there is little chance that the cover letter 18

will even be read since only 26%  of recruiters now "consider cover letters important,".  19

 
The first set of CVs to get discarded include those that do not comply with the 
expectations of the company in terms of formatting and structure.  With large 
amounts of data to sort through, a human may never see a candidate’s CV at all. 
 

15 "Top HR Statistics - Glassdoor." https://www.glassdoor.com/employers/popular-topics/hr-stats.htm 
16 "Linkedin global recruiting trends report 2017 - SlideShare." 26 Oct. 2016, 
https://www.slideshare.net/pedrooolito/linkedin-global-recruiting-trends-report-2017 
17 "This Is Exactly What Hiring Managers & Recruiters Look ... - Glassdoor." 2 Aug. 2017, https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/scanning-resumes/ 
18 "This Is Exactly What Hiring Managers & Recruiters Look ... - Glassdoor." 2 Aug. 2017, https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/scanning-resumes/ 
19 "Cover letters are out—here's how today's job seekers are getting hired." 25 May. 2017, 
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/25/cover-letters-are-out-heres-how-todays-job-seekers-are-getting-hired.html 
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Instead, the company must use automated processes, such as keyword identification 
and bot communication, to manage a large part of the workload. 
 
The unfortunate result of this is that feedback given in these early process steps is                             
almost always extremely limited. Most of the time, applicants do not get any feedback                           
on why their application was rejected, and many do not even get a notification if it is                                 
declined. Missing communication and unclear timelines are negatively affecting the                   
candidate experience. 
 
So how can candidates successfully ensure their application efforts are not in vain?                         
How can they know if their application is really optimized for the unique systems and                             
processes used by the hiring company? How long should candidates be expected to                         
wait for a response before moving on to other opportunities? 

4.2. What IMPRESSO does for job hunters 

Candidates will enjoy a range of benefits from joining IMPRESSO. Its business model 
really focuses on people as the core customers and not as a product like in most cases 
we see today from many networking, recruitment or freelance platforms.  

 
IMPRESSO’s SMART Profile and CV architecture allows for a more structured and 
validated content showcase that will allow for fast, effective and clear visibility of 
interactions and hiring decisions to be made. Companies and future connections will 
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be able to see a simple but yet structured content history and weight future benefits 
of being connected. 

Data ownership 
Solving this issue is at the heart of what we want to accomplish at IMPRESSO. We 
want to make personal data a commodity that benefits the user who generates it, 
and not just the company that acquires and utilizes it for their own purposes 
(advertising and generating revenues on the back of users).  
 
One of our main goals is developing a mutually beneficial compensation system and 
data transaction model, which both incentivizes participation and rewards the 
sharing of personal data. Ultimately, this is intended produce a more fair and 
balanced recruitment and value networking ecosystem, which distributes the 
rewards of utilizing personal data more equitably. 

● IMPRESSO’s business model is focused on the customer which is you where 
you decide if you wish to sell your personal data and interaction. And what 
makes IMPRESSO different from the rest is that you keep a large stake of the 
profits. 

● With a complete decentralized model you will choose with whom to you wish 
to share your career data with. IMPRESSO will use only the data you have 
chosen to share for search engine and other services. 

A job that is suitable for me 
Unlike traditional job hunting, mostly controlled by centralized data silos, the 
IMPRESSO approach will enable job seekers to access the entire pool of available 
positions. The system will also automatically match the most suitable open jobs to the 
most qualified candidates, based on inputted data from both parties. The platform 
will allow: 

● Unbiased connections and networking, where there is an even playing field 
between small and larger corporations 

● Educational and value networking validated data matching with new job 
requirements and current employee work performance history. 

Company culture fit 
We intend to include more psychographic and cultural indicators in our solution, so 
companies and individuals can more easily assess cultural fit and compatibility. While 
no solution can ever be perfect, and a great deal depends on the actions of the 
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participants. Our intention is to offer more depth and details than could otherwise be 
achieved by traditional methods.  
 
Personality and cultural fit are one of the major considerations of our project. So, while 
we do not claim to have all the answers right now, we will be investing significant 
time to investigate and experiment with various approaches to accurately assess 
employer / employee compatibility internally and also through strategic partners. 

Visibility over the recruitment process 
While there is no way that IMPRESSO (or any competing solution) can guarantee 
anyone, a job based on any application, we are focused on streamlining decision 
making, while providing advanced matchmaking capabilities between open jobs and 
suitable candidates.  
 
Essentially, our aim is to improve the chances for job seekers to find an appropriate 
job, while providing all the tools and information needed for both sides to make an 
informed decision. We believe this approach will lead to faster hiring decisions 
benefiting the applicant while promoting transparency throughout the process, so all 
participants are informed of continuing developments. 
 
The ways we propose to improve successful recruitment outcomes includes: 

● Making all open job positions available to job seekers regardless of platform. 
● Enabling “one-click” (or similar) job applications based on a comprehensively 

filled out and validated SMART-CV and SMART-Profile. 
● Automated matchmaking to facilitate connection between job seekers, and 

the most suitable jobs available given their qualifications and preferences. 
● Job seekers have more data & options to evaluate job suitability; such as 

cultural and personality fit based on psychographic data & our own proprietary 
validation engine. 

● Application status is always known to the job seeker, so they do not waste time 
waiting to hear from applications which have already been declined. 

4.3. Value connections, numbers game? 

A great connection can make all the difference, and this holds true senior corporate 
executives and first-time job seekers alike. The ‘quality’ of the connection is however 
vastly more important than the quantity. When it comes to new jobs, our research 
shows that 70-80% of all offers are not even published online, but filled through 
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networking and personal recommendations instead.  Yet people are spending much 20

more time on job boards rather than value networking.  
So how can candidates easily identify those connections that can help them advance 
their careers? How can busy values find the time and energy for networking? Where 
would a new job-seeker even start to build such a network?  
 
The value of a value connection can only truly be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
For example, having a direct connection to a company CEO is of great value, but only 
if you want to apply and work for their company. Similarly, having several 
non-management peer connections to a company you are applying to, is much more 
valuable than knowing the CEO of an otherwise unrelated company. Furthermore, 
the value of these connections’ changes over time. 
 
Our approach is designed to facilitate building value among your value connections, 
and they become more valuable the more you participate in the system. In this sense, 
rather than passively adding value connections which may (or may not) provide value 
later - we want to encourage active network building where every connection 
provides value (even if initially small or subtle). Again, over time the value grows. 

● IMPRESSO takes on the 80-20 rule in where our artificial intelligence engine 
promotes the connections of the potential job seeker to other values of similar 
job functions and geo-locations. Whilst the other 20% in areas where new 
connections can provide valuable support in upgrading your profile from a 
validation and value experience perspective. 

● Our token economics approach drives for valued connections but also allows 
for a more realistic and authenticated blueprint of methodological interactions 
between users. 

 

 

 

 

 

20 "A Successful Job Search: It's All About Networking : NPR." 3 Feb. 2011, 
https://www.npr.org/2011/02/08/133474431/a-successful-job-search-its-all-about-networking 
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5: How It Works 
5.1. Why Blockchain? 

IMPRESSO is a recruitment and value networking platform. Its ecosystem allows 
companies, recruiters, hiring managers, job seekers and networkers to be on one 
single platform that is intuitive. IMPRESSO’s core features provide fast, effective and 
cost saving solution to its user. IMPRESSO is built with the state-of-the-arts mobile 
technologies and is simple in design providing a great and uniquely new user 
experience compared to other platforms today. Using latest blockchain technologies 
and IMPRESSO’s proprietary systematic validation algorithms (SVA) candidates can 
now have a secure and trustworthy SMART Profile and CV where all interactions 
within the platform focuses on core value propositions. Core values range from a 
variety of interactions from job applications, interview request, connecting to a profile, 
validation of personal data to many more.  
 
IMPRESSO’s business model differs very much from other traditional social platform 
models where user data is used for profit as interactions and geo-locations are being 
sold. Users typically do not receive any of these profits and users typically believe that 
using the product for free but not all the time compensates for this. Here at 
IMPRESSO our approach is that user data belongs to the user and we do not wish to 
own or store it in a centralised manner like traditional platforms.  
 
The IMPRESSO model provides an alternative model by connecting people with 
people, people with jobs in a more direct approach without the need of an 
intermediary party. The long-term goal of IMPRESSO is to be completely 
decentralised to the extent that the IMPRESSO platform merely acts as an interface 
between its users and not being the middle man or a 3rd party.  
 
Meanwhile the IMPRESSO platform today emulates platforms from related industries 
such as recruitment, value networking, meetups and event promotions. Our initial 
goal is to create a simplified version that is both useful and brings real value to the 
user. Whilst we simultaneously develop the blockchain back-end core product 
S.M.A.R.T.  
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IMPRESSO App will be built in two sequences:  
● We have already started building and launch a platform that will make it easier 

for jobseekers, employers and value networkers to connect.  
● On the blockchain side we are creating a blockchain for you to store accurate, 

precise and honest data about yourself and working history and performance 
to brand you into the sector of employment and networking. 

5.2. IMPRESSO’s Ecosystem 

IMPRESSO will be available as an app on iOS and Android focusing on candidates and 
networkers or as a web application providing e service delivery and account 
management features, while functioning as an online accessible web portal for all 
IMPRESSO functionality. This especially caters for the needs of in-house recruiters and 
recruitment agencies where mobile is not the preferred interface. The App dynamics, 
algorithms and ecosystem play an intrinsic part of the entire user interactions and 
verification processes and the user interface engine. IMPRESSO will feature the 
following features and capabilities:  

SMART Profile  

SMART profile works the same way as a cover letter but in a summarised manner like 
an elevator pitch for interested companies and value networkers. It defines who you 
are and to the extent that it is your personal branding manager. You will be able to 
structure your information towards branding your competences, skills and 
experiences. The prototype of the App comes out live this October 2018. 

SMART CV 

SMART CV is an extension of your SMART PROFILE. And Yes, it’s another online form 
to create your CV as like the many other similar forms one has probably filled out in 
the past. What is different and cool about this form in the future is that your CV can 
be limitless, does not need to be in 3 pages or less or in a particular format structure.  
 
Once your IMPRESSO blockchain is ready, it will allow both you and authorised 
validators to input information and data. For example; you can upload that you 
recently learned Mandarin through your neighbour or you recently completed a 
diploma in physiotherapy and your university will be able to upload your certificate 
into your accessible blockchain.  IMPRESSO SMART-CVs encompass all personal 
career data posted to the IMPRESSO platform. These SMART-CVs are intended to 
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replace traditional resumes which are typically scattered on servers belonging to 
traditional HR agencies and potential employers. 
 
SMART CVs are also trusted because all personal data are gradually validated. 

● Candidates with a SMART CV will be able to apply for suitable open job 
positions not having to worry about CV formatting or how long or short their 
CV must be.  

● Work certificates will be incorporated within the candidate’s blockchain CV. 
 
SMART CVs (Validated) are highly sought after by companies and recruitment 
agencies providing a good entry point to their filtering mechanisms. As companies 
have different requirements, they will be able to have a customised view of the 
candidates summarised and validated CV through the IMPRESSO App. 

Job Hunting 

With IMPRESSO, candidates get an innovative feature whereby they can 
automatically see which jobs match their profile, location, salary expectation match 
and more. To apply for a job would be closer to as “just a click away” without the need 
to fill out many custom forms and questionnaires.  

Hiring 
The future of recruitment and employee retention is evolving today. IMPRESSO 
makes it quicker, faster and guarantees higher quality results for companies by 
reducing the gap between job requirements and the perfect candidate. This can be 
achieved through validated data from both parties. Current employee roles and 
responsibilities are matched with potential candidates thanks to Artificial Intelligence. 
Interactions between hiring manager and potential candidates through are made 
seamlessly through an intuitive app. 

Valued Connections 
Connecting people in the recruitment and networking sector has never been easier 
today with so many different platforms. But majority have been dwarfed by the likes 
of Facebook and LinkedIn. IMPRESSO will not be competing with social media and 
networking giants of today, however provide a complementary service that is not 
presently available or obvious from these organisations. Unlike other platforms, 
IMPRESSO is designed to bring valued connections.  
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What is the point of having 10000 connections when not one of them will be able to 
really help you get an interview with another company when you lose your job or get 
you a meeting with a company that you are hoping to become your new customer. 
IMPRESSO simplifies and boosts value creation by providing only the most crucial 
ones like having connections to identical roles, in the same industry, geography and 
controlling the number of connections so that there is focused and life networking. 
Focus and life networking is supported through the App where users are invited to 
events and professional dates are able to meet in person. 

Corporate Branding 

Building on to the ecosystem of connecting values IMPRESSO will allow companies 
to brand themselves to whom matters most. Instead of spending an important 
budget on various platforms, companies have the opportunity to feature 
important messages to their most valuable audience. This feature is present on 
our MVP but it will not be the primary focus for today until we reach a valuable 
significant number of audiences. 

Validation Methods 

IMPRESSO’s verification modules was initially designed through specific skill 
validation through the community of users on a previous platform also developed by 
the company. As the world and the business environment needs time to fully adopt 
the new internet protocol of blockchain technology we have organised the 
development cycles of IMPRESSO’s verification split into several stages:  
 
Stage 1 
The App playing the front-end role is important and necessary intrinsic part of the 
product for: 

● User growth and acquisition to ensure there is a healthy number of users on 
the platform. 

● Business adoption where corporations both small and large will have the 
opportunity to feel and engage through the App already today. 

● Testing and fine tuning the token economics model. Similar to blockchain 
technology the token economics industry is very new, undeveloped and 
potentially fragile. Ensuring our token economics model to be adoptable, 
seamless, sustainable and self-propagating it is crucial that we test these 
models with our growing community. 
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Stage 2 
● Saving user validated data using blockchain and allowing the user to share 

with their selected 3rd parties. 
● Flexibility access and security for users as and when they will need to share 

their data. 
 
Stage 3 

● Direct validation on the users blockchain. This is were for example universities 
will be able upload diplomas of graduating students into the students 
blockchain directly. 

● Corporate adoption and integration with the employee’s blockchain taking for 
example the accomplishments and achievements of the employees is 
recorded directly. 

Candidate Data Validation Categories 
● Gold: minimum of 4 approved authorities 
● Blue: minimum of 2 approved authorities 
● Purple: minimum of 2 unapproved authorities 
● Grey: 0 validators 

Profile & CV Verification 

Candidates can request validators to validate profiles and CV through the app. 
Authorised validators will be able to validate all information submitted by the 
candidates from name, address, educational certificates, job history, work certificates 
and any information submitted by the candidate. Validators are requested by the 
candidates and can be anyone that the candidates can be connected too. Authorised 
validators must have linkages with the data the validator has been requested to 
validate. Taking the simple example of the validation of a university diploma where a 
graduating student can request his/her university professor (approved authority) to 
validate the diploma.  
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The example of an experience value where specific skills can be validated by their 
manager. The number of times a specific data is validated the higher the authenticity 
value of the data. The examples provided although basic is part of a more meticulous 
process. Organisations that issues certificates are also authorised validators. Using 
proprietary and licensed AI algorithms, validations are further scrutinised to ensure 
authenticity. 

User base quality 

To maintain the high level of quality and standards, IMPRESSO reserves the right to 
remove and delete users from the App which stays in the Grey and Purple categories 
for too long. Such a period is yet to be defined today, the plan is to ensure that users 
that are serious about having a validated Profile and CV are on the App. Users will be 
clearly notified of that rule.  

Blockchain Validation 

In parallel, IMPRESSO’s blockchain will allow data (e.g. a diploma) from data 
generators (e.g. a university that awards a diploma) to directly be saved using the 
blockchain. In this manner there is no longer a need for an app validation to be 
executed as the data saved into the blockchain was provided by the issuing party. The 
issuing party in this example being the university provides a more direct validation. 
The complete decentralisation of the candidate data is a crucial requirement. 
Ethereum provides us with the development framework to build our blockchain 
solution, while providing the ability to utilise smart contracts and tokens to enable 
functionality in our ecosystem. IMPRESSO plans to utilises other blockchain 
technologies that will be incorporated to provide all the necessary features and 
usability of personal data and interactions within a distributed decentralised data 
storage. For security and reliability one of these revolutionary technologies that is 
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currently being investigated is Calypso currently being developed at EPFL.  Calypso is 21

also being used as a potential solution on military base projects. 

Partnerships with validators  

IMPRESSO plans to incorporate organisational validators from educational 
institutions, businesses and non-profit organisations through its token economics 
model. In the token economics model, organisations will also gain other tangible 
benefits from cost savings to brand visibility. Organisational validators are important 
in the short term in building both the momentum and ecosystem development. In 
the longer term it plays a crucial part when the IMPRESSO blockchain is ready for 
deployment. 

Pre-Blockchain validated data transition 
IMPRESSO users will be able to transfer all validated data into their SMART Profile and 
CV blockchain. Only validated data as described earlier will be allowed to be 
transferred. This process will ensure, guide and eliminate any unverified data to be 
stored accidentally into the users blockchain. To ensure there are no potential abuses, 
IMPRESSO reserves the right to classify profiles and CVs saved as potentially at risk or 
does not have quality data. 

Skill gap visibility and job matching 

Being in the blockchain sector is all about trust (transparency), security and 
immutability. In order to have the right skills matching with the job description there 
needs to be transparency on both sides. IMPRESSO uniqueness in this area is that 
unlike traditional and even potential new competitors today that work on unvalidated 
data or where they have no obvious validation process, IMPRESSO’s processes are 
already being designed, developed and structured for blockchain profiles and CVs. 
 
Candidates 
 
To accelerate the product launch and have competitive advantage, the planned job 
matching AI algorithms module would be with partner companies; 
that today already have the matching algorithms specifically suitable for our 
needs. Our partners will also bring corporate contacts that are valuable to our 
growth and App adoption. 
 

21 "Cryptology ePrint Archive: Report 2018/209 - CALYPSO: Auditable ...." 21 Feb. 2018, https://eprint.iacr.org/2018/209 
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IMPRESSO will not only allow candidates to match their top skills against jobs but also 
feature the gap visibility between their skills and the job’s requirement.  
 
On the longer run, we will work closely with companies that are interested in 
providing a more accurate job description including live updates on active position 
roles and responsibilities.  
 
The matchmaking is an automated process and each match will be assigned a 
compatibility rating starting from the most appropriate person for a role, to the 
least. Users must be active on the App to see this. 
 
Companies 
 
In collaboration with our engaging partners IMPRESSO will be able to provide 
valuable and crucial analytics back to hiring companies. Recommendations to hire 
will be automated with rankings but here still with the flexibility of manual human 
intervention. Companies will be able to manage this directly from a web portal. A 
SMART CV can be many pages long or many MBs. Hence the requirements of each 
company will be managed through mass custom algorithms to better serve the 
needs of these requirements. 

Passive and interest status job hunting 
This feature is valuable for passive and interested candidates where being active on 
the App allows for the profile matching to continue to take place. From a simplicity 
perspective it would be like having a user’ status on the internet set ‘busy’ or ‘away’. 
 
The main benefit for companies is the opportunity to have a bigger pool of potential 
candidates to reach out to on the App. Companies will be able to save profiles for later 
just like we save post today on social media platforms or pages on the web browser. 
Also, on the browser portal companies will be able to have access to candidate’s data 
(if authorized) just as if the candidates were actively applying for the position. 
 
This minimises the effort to republish or research for potential new candidates when 
the need arises again. 

Personality, cultural and team dynamics fit (PCT) 
We are actively working on these features to be part of the dynamics of the overall 
platform. As these features are important part of the current and future needs of our 
users we are in discussion with several companies and large corporations that are 
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currently focus on the future of work. With your SMART Profile and CV, we will be able 
to use these engines and systems to integrate and customise the user experiences 
and interface for you. PCT profiling are unique and require much personalisation on 
both the user and company perspective. 

IMPRESSO platform &  API 

We aim to create an open platform and APIs to enable individuals and organizations 
to utilise personal data stored on the blockchain, while providing a transaction model 
to ensure equitable benefit for participation in the IMPRESSO Ecosystem. As 
blockchain technology progresses over the years to come and evolves the IMPRESSO 
platform will also be an open platform allowing flexibility and opportunity for growth, 
whilst protecting IP interest and licensing internally and for our partners too. 

IMPRESSO Tokens 
IMPRESSO Tokens (XIMs) are utility tokens, which function similarly to a 
cryptocurrency, but are not classified as a monetary security or investment. XIMs are 
purchased separately using a form of currency and are used to enable transactions in 
the IMPRESSO ecosystem. 
 
The Ethereum smart contract and sets of governing AI algorithms will allow for a 
seamless token exchange process within the token economics model of the platform. 
For example, all users in possession of an IMPRESSO SMART-CV can use 
Ethereum-based smart contract functionality to enable transactions for a variety of 
interactions. In doing so, they will be compensated in IMPRESSO token for sharing 
their data. 

5.3. System Architecture 

Scalable architecture 
The IMPRESSO distributed system architecture is designed to grow with the 
number of users and with the volume of interactions. 
 
The key components of the system are listed below. They are connected by the 
IMPRESSO blockchain.  
 
On the client side, our mobile applications support iOS and Android. 
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Ethereum + IMPRESSO blockchains 

The IMPRESSO platform is 
designed to tightly couple sharing 
of personal data with blockchain 
transactions. 
 
To fully fulfil this objective, we 
foresee the creation of our own 
blockchain with a consortium of 
partner institutions.  
 
The first implementation uses 
Ethereum ERC20 standard. Our 
XIM tokens are used for the 
transactional aspects of the 
system.  
 
For instance, when a work 
certificate is uploaded and 
validated, its signature is stored on 
the Impresso blockchain. In this 
way, IMPRESSO assures that 
documents can be referenced 
and verified by different 
stakeholders at any moment in 
the future. The transactions 

related to the data shared on the platform as well as the interactions are executed on 
the blockchain. 

Distributed Data Storage 
The role of the distributed storage is to enable efficient access to the data at scale 
while maintaining the privacy and reliability constraints.  
 
This challenge of storing and sharing personal data in a distributed manner is a topic 
of intensive research. Some of the promising solutions and that new solutions are 
coming. 
 
Therefore integrating blockchain solutions like IPFS, TCFS or uPort which are 
becoming mature and suited for different aspects of our system.  
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Search engine 

The search engine uses indexes and cached data for fast and personalised search 
experience. The main filters in the search are:  

● Geographical proximity (similar to dating apps) 
● Status of the profile 

Validation system 

The validation engine brings trust to the information stored in our system. It uses 
transparent rules for defining trust levels based on validation from education and 
certification institutions as well as from the peers. 

Semantic KB 

The semantic Knowledge Base is a database of important skills, professions, 
education titles and other key entities. It allows IMPRESSO to ‘understand’ the 
relations.  

For instance that Python is a scripting language. It is used for search and 
recommendations. 

Recommendation system 

The recommendation system regularly diggs through all the available information 
using AI (Artificial Intelligence) algorithms in order to find the meaningful 
connections. SVA or Systematic Validation Algorithm will play an intrical part of the AI 
engine. Use cases: 

● Match-making (employer - candidate) 
● Recommending connections, verification opportunities (see Network analysis 

module) 

Network analysis module 

The network analysis module enhances the recommendation engine and allows us to 
figure out the best suggestions for users who can verify work experience or education 
certificates. It uses semantic analysis of the information stored in IMPRESSO. 
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Application Programmable Interface (API)  

In HR, a lot of effort is spent on repeating the same processes (of verification or 
analysis) by many different people. The results of this work are usually used at most 
once - only for a hiring decision but not saved in any system. 
 
We are convinced that mitigating this redundancy is possible and necessary in order 
to make the hiring process effortless.  
 
Therefore in the IMPRESSO ecosystem, we are developing a set of API and 
partnerships in order to reuse verified reputation/trust analysis results. 
 

5.4. IMPRESSO’s technology stack 

The IMPRESSO Ecosystem will be built using the following: 
● Calypso - the technology developed at EPFL for decentralised secret sharing   
● Ethereum - to utilize its public, blockchain-based distributed computing 

platform, and incorporate its operating system for smart contract functionality. 
● IPFS - to utilize their peer-to-peer hypermedia protocol to enable the creation, 

sharing, and immutability of data added to IMPRESSO SMART-CVs and 
SMART-Profiles. 

● BigchainDB - to incorporate their superior approach to managing and scaling 
databases on the blockchain, in order to support expected growth in the 
ecosystem. 

● uPort - to incorporate their open identity system which will enable the creation 
of SMART-Profiles, and the sending / receipt of personal data requests. 
 

Supporting SMART Contract Development: 
 

 Truffle  OpenZeppelin  Solidity 

 
Our App prototype implementation uses the following technologies: 
 

iOS  Android  Xamarin  MS SQL  MY SQL  .NET 
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6: Token Economics & 
Revenue Model 
6.1. Token Economics 

IMPRESSO is built for the community, hence the use of the application will remain 
free. Token economics models is structures here to provide maximum impact at the 
lowest cost to all parties. The main parties that are part of the entire token economics 
ecosystem are: 
 

● Candidates 
● Value Networkers 
● Companies 
● Recruiters 
● Social and professional Network Platforms 
● Networking event organisers 
● Advertisers  

 
Token economics is built around the SMART Profile and CV. The best method of 
explaining tokens economics on the IMPRESSO App would be by giving some use 
case examples, see below: 

Scenario 1: Candidates and companies 
Candidates with their validated Profile and CV will be able to earn tokens each time 
there is a detailed view or a request. In this case when Company X views the SMART 
Profile of the candidate an automatic transfer of 20 XIMs* is transferred to the 
candidate’s wallet. In the case where a company likes the profile and wishes to view 
the candidate’s SMART CV the company will then transfer 60 XIMs* to the candidate. 
If the candidate receives an interview request the token transfer will continue. 

Scenario 2: Valued networking 
Valued networkers that wishes to connect with another user with a validated Profile 
and CV will need to send XIMs to request for an assistance. In this case the requestor 
will automatically send 2 XIMs to the person that they wish to connect too for their 
assistance.  
 
* as example only 
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Scenario 3: Data mining 
Users wishing to have their Profile and CV information sold to advertiser or data 
miners can do so by requesting this service. In this scenario the money received 
through such a sale is distributed back to the users that requested the service. This 
distribution model will be based on index quality of the profile and the requirements 
of the advertiser’s or miners. IMPRESSO does not own the user’s blockchain and the 
user can use IMPRESSO anytime. IMPRESSO will never sell user data unless it is an 
official request by the user. 

Scenario 4: Social and professional networks 
Let’s take LinkedIn as an example: the professional network has over 500 million users 
today, amongst these, not one single person has a validated profile. IMPRESSO plans 
to address this issue. By allowing APIs from the user’s profile, corporations will be able 
to validate profile on IMPRESSO. Users whose profile will be validated will drive more 
interactions.  
 
* Not all scenarios of token economics are detailed here for proprietary reasons. 

Early subscribers and validation of personal data 
To grow the community, early adopters registering on the first year will be 
incentivised by receiving XIMs as they setup and validate their personal data. These 
XIMs will be bought through the exchange by IMPRESSO and credited to the users’ 
wallet.  

6.2. Revenue Model and Business Development 
Plan 
Revenue Model & Business Plan is clear and straightforward. We have 3 main 
categories of revenues stream where we take transactional fees: 
 

1. By providing the service for the community to validated their profile and CV. 
2. By providing career and networking solutions to the community. 
3. By providing recruitment and branding services to the business community 

 
We are commitment in generating revenues from the first year to be able to ensure 
that the company is in a good position to grow and succeed as soon as possible, by 
positioning both off-chain and on-chain solutions to be in place. And to be in a good 
position to be able to developed and constantly improve the App and the IMPRESSO 
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blockchain. Although we provide the sale of user data for users that wishes to do so, it 
is not our primary focus today as a revenue stream.  
 
IMPRESSO’s primary revenue generation will come through as a percentage service 
charge through the platform in XIMs through token economics. IMPRESSO will take 
a small percentage of token interexchanges. Revenue generated outside of token 
economics will be migrated to token economics.   

Examples of how users earn XIMs 
User participation in: 

● Accepting an access request to their personal data (or a subset of it). 
● Accepting an invitation to connect to a user’s value network. 
● Successfully validating / verifying claims made on a user’s profile and/or CV. 
● Making their data available to an advertiser and/or research group. 
● Providing advice to a user to improve their profile and/or CV. 

Branding & sponsored posts and how the model differs from 
competition 
We intend to offer options for advertising and sponsored posts. The model employed 
will be like 

● Pay-per-click 
● Pay-per-impression 
● Pay-per-action 

 
But unlike other providers who entirely benefit from these revenues, in IMPRESSO’s 
model users will be explicitly asked whether they agree to advertising and further 
interactions will initiate token earnings. The majority of revenue generated through 
advertising will flow back to the users. 

Premium services for businesses 
We plan to transition different types of services within token economics as the 
number of users increase. Below are some potential example of revenue generation. 
 

● Pay for Search:  
→ Regional candidate search 
→ Global candidate search 
 

● Pay for Access:  
→ Multi CV / profile request 
→ Bulk CV / profile request 
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6.3. Crowdfunding ICO Token Sale 
IMPRESSO’s ICO is to have the usage of tokens used within the IMPRESSO ecosystem 
to be purchased immediately after the IMPRESSO MPV App is ready to be launched. 
During the MVP and ICO launch we hope to obtain critical information during this 
process as stipulated below: 
 
1. Funding for development 
2. Proof of concept 
3. User behaviours 
4. Business adoption 
5. Other potential interactions 

 

* The primary focus of community development will be to grow the number of adopters through the app.  Early 
adopters to the app will be able to start earning credits (virtual tokens) and will be able to convert these credits to XIMs 
once the blockchain application goes live. 

** All Unsold Tokens will be Burned. 

*** Private sale vesting period: 6 months. 

**** Vesting period for team tokens: every 6 months over a period of 2 years. 
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 Token Details 

Token Description  The IMPRESSO Tokens are classified as utility tokens, 
which can be used for on-platform transactions and 

earned for participation in the IMPRESSO Ecosystem. 

Token Name  IMPRESSO Token 

Ticker Name  XIM 

Technology Base  ERC-20 Tokens 

Maximum Supply  100.000.000 XIMs 

Total Supply for Sale  66.720.000 XIMs 

Price  1 XIM = 0.77$ 

Soft Cap  12000 ETH 

Hard Cap  216000ETH 

Purchase Value  0.1 ETH (min) / 2000 ETH (max) 

Pre-ICO Launch Date  November 2018 

Accepted Currencies  ETH, BTC, LTC, BCH, XRP 

Token Distribution  ERC-20 wallet processing 
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Public Sale Schedule 

Period  Bonus 

Pre-ICO  % 

Week 1  20 

Week 2  20 

Week 3  15 

Week 4  15 

ICO Public-Sale  % 

Week 1  10 

Week 2  10 

Week 3  10 

Week 4  5 

Week 5  5 

Week 6  5 

Week 7  0 

Week 8  0 

 

IMPRESSO Token (XIM) Sales 

IMPRESSO Tokens (or XIMs) form a core part of our funding requirements to turn this 
project into a commercially viable product. 

● XIMs are tokens that can be used only on the IMPRESSO platform. 
● In full production mode, XIMs can only be bought over listed exchanges such 

as Binance, Udax*, Houbi,... etc.  
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* We are currently in discussions with UDAX not only to list on their exchange but also on future joint business 
developments.  

Early-believer & Tokenized Incentives 
In order to build, support and scale IMPRESSO in the present and the future, the 
founding team, advisors and strategic partners are awarded a total 18% of the token 
supply. The founders committed to the following lockup period and release plan: After 
a 12 month vesting 50% and every 6 months thereafter 25% of their allocation. 
Founders leaving the project will lose their unvested tokens and the tokens to be 
reallocated to community development. 

Initial Coin Offering (ICO) Sale 

IMPRESSO will launch an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) in 2018. The funds gathered from 
the public sale will fund the development of IMPRESSO Ecosystem. Majority of funds 
will be allocated to: 

● Development of the user’s blockchain 
● Development of the App (Smart Profile and CV) 
● Growing the ecosystem (Token economics between users and companies) 
● Marketing (to grow the community and hence the app’s value) 200K users in 

the first year. 

Post-ICO Token Mints 

We expect to mint additional XIM tokens 3 years after the initial ICO. The minting 
conditions are fixed to 10’000 tokens per month which will equate to 0.01% of the total 
supply. This replenishment is required mostly because tokens mistakenly lost into 
unknown addresses or when a user potentially forgets their private keys in which 
such losses are unrecoverable. 
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6.5. IMPRESSO Development Roadmap 

5 year Project Plan 
2019: 

Q1: Company transformation from Sarl to SA 
Q1: XIM released to 2-3 exchanges 
Q1: Start working on 2 new development sites 
Q2: Release Alpha version of Mobile App 

 
 

 Soft Cap 3M will get us here 
 
 

Q3: Revenue through business collaboration and services 
Q3: Beta version of App with prototype of token economics 
Q3: Personality test features launch 
Q4: 200K users 
Q4: Alpha version of token economics on the platform 

 
 

5M will get us here 
 
 

2020: 
Q1:  Beta version of token economics 
Q2: Blockchain Profile goes live for testing 
Q3: Blockchain CV goes live for testing 
Q3: Cultural test features launch 
Q4: Blockchain App launch* 
Q4: Educational institutions onboarding 
Q4: 500K users 

 
 

10M will get us here 

 
 

2021: 
Q2: Validation of educational certificates through the blockchain 
Q3: SME blockchain onboarding (work certificates) 
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Q3: Revenue through token economics 
Q4: Candidate Blockchain incorporated into Mobile App* 
Q4: 1M - 2M users 

 
 

20M will get us here 
 
 

2022: 
Q2: Enterprise onboarding 
Q3: Validation of work certificates through the blockchain* 
Q4: 2M - 6M users 

 
 

30M will get us here 

 
 

2023: 
Q2: Test version of complete decentralisation of the platform 
Q4: Transformation of platform* 
Q4: 10M - 18M user migration to the decentralised platform 

 
 

54M will get us here 
 
 

 
* Subject to user and business adoption rate, technology advancements and testing results. 
 

Brief history 
2016 

Q1: CTI (Commission of Technology and Innovation) training and kickstart 
Q2: Startup incubator at La Forge (EPFL)  
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2017:  
Q1: Launch MVP product Ideation & Collaborative Networking for the 
recruitment and patent industry. 
Q2: Alpha version launch on iOS and Android (Protopidea) 
Q3: Business model expansion to start development of new features. 
Q4: Beta version completed. (Protopidea Closed) 
Q4: IMPRESSO Labs was born with the incorporation of blockchain technology 

 
2018:  

Q1: First Angel investment (Company valuation at CHF2M) 
Q2: Development of new mobile application 
Q3: Launch Mobile MVP (iOS and Android) 
Q4: Launch ICO for crypto funding 
Q4: Launch Browser MVP (Chrome and Explorer) 
 

6.6. Market Maker 

IMPRESSO intends to grow the number of users on it’s platform from day one of the 
ICO launch. Our strategy is ensure that all early adopters to the platform is 
incentivised to start building up their validated profile as soon as possible. This is done 
through a credit (virtual token) gain process that will temporarily take the place of 
XIM tokens while the IMPRESSO blockchain is being developed. We call these credits 
V-XIM that are like credits a user will gain pretty much like playing on a gaming App 
(example like Star Wars: Battlefront II). V-XIM will carry the same token value as XIM 
and users will be able to convert Y-XIM to XIM once the blockchain App 
transformation has taken place.  
 
IMPRESSO also understands that businesses and other platforms presence are 
required to be on the platform for token economics and the whole ecosystem to work 
hence IMPRESSO intends to do the same for companies and recruitment agencies 
through the V-XIMs incentivisation process. For career and networking platforms 
such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Manpower, etc. our plans would be to start working on 
MOU’s (memorandum of understanding) with these large corporations to potentially 
API with their platforms.  On IMPRESSO’s own App services, IMPRESSO is currently 
working with service providers mentioned here in the whitepaper that will provide 
focus on areas that are not part of IMPRESSO’s core business.  
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6.7. Blockchain Focus Market 

IMPRESSO’s first focus is to target and provide our services of validated CV’s & 
Qualifications to the Blockchain industry. Since we are a blockchain based project, it 
makes more business sense for us to market and  push product adoption through the 
blockchain industry. The blockchain industry/ecosystem is a fast growing sector 
where there is an urgent need for skilled and experienced blockchain/crypto 
candidates. Ranging from programmers, project managers, product developers, 
marketing, legal, content writers, finance & banking and much more.  
 
There is a  growing number of universities and  certification bodies around the world 
that have started to provide various Blockchain related certifications to students and 
professionals. Our goal is to partner with these institutions and working together 
towards the validation of their blockchain related certifications. 

Our goal here at Impresso is to be the main networking and blockchain certification 
HUB, for companies & candidates in this ever-growing sector.  By proving our 
product’s use case and reliability, will help towards our goal of expanding further. 
Providing our services to many more Industries alike and 3rd party integration within 
the Job recruitment sector.  
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7: In A Nutshell 
Conclusion: 
Blockchain is all about trust and security, it will likely help products, businesses and 
make lives better, safer and more valuable. This applies to the recruitment industry: 
one’s profile and CV has to be trustworthy to be valuable. 
  
But beyond the blockchain hype and the promise of high returns, Impresso’s 
platform provides a simple and basic stepping stone for new adopters and believers. 
They can already start building the foundations of their new online profile and CV that 
will go through validation and eventually these validated information will be migrated 
to the blockchain.  
 
The SMART profile and CV built on validated data will allow companies and recruiters 
to use their AI matching tools and Impresso’s and benefit from trustworthy data.  
 
The more matches you get either from connected job matches or networking the 
more you earn through token economics.  
  
At IMPRESSO, we understand the technological barriers we face with new 
technologies like the blockchain. Government and commercial adoption of these new 
technologies will take time for various industries to find their blockchain use case and 
benefit from this technological break through. 
 
Our vision is clear and simple: be one of the top three providers globally providing the 
community with a blockchain solution that will allow validated profiles and CVs to be 
securely stored while providing flexible user sharing, monetisation and value creation. 
  
We are committed to achieving our vision: simplifying the recruitment market and 
creating valued networking. There are many new blockchain companies today and 
the numbers will grow in the coming years. What makes us different is the 
aggregation of our technology, our confident team and our passion to bring 
something useful for the community that will help today’s job seekers, recruiters and 
companies. It’s like we are helping out (“hitching”) in the business domain by allowing 
the right matches to occur build on trust and value creation. 
  
With your SMART Profile and CV you will no longer need to spend hours to improve 
your profile and CV for individual jobs applications or to brand yourself online, you’ll 
just need to who you are, YOU. 
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8. Regulatory 
Considerations 
 “Security breaches could be devastating for recruiters and candidates.”  22

Data Protection 

Data security and privacy are a key concern being debated globally at the highest 
levels. As a company with global ambitions, with the mission of helping people gain 
better control of their data and how it is utilized commercially - we need to be 
mindful of the regulations involved. 

European Union 

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) entered into force in May 2018, giving 
individuals more power over their data, and less discretion to the organizations that 
collect and use it for monetary gains. This new regulation applies to all businesses 
selling to, and/or storing personal information about residents of the European Union 
- even if the company resides and operates entirely outside of the EU jurisdiction. 
 
If the business is found not to comply with the GDPR, there will be financial penalties 
of up to EUR 20 million or 4% of global turnover - whichever is higher. Therefore, any 
company who handles personal data from any of the roughly 750 million people 
residing in the EU, must also comply with the GDPR. Naturally, this regulation has 
created quite a stir. 
 
The recruitment industry is directly affected by the GDPR, as recruitment companies 
by design must store large quantities of sensitive data, including contact information, 
work history, and salary details. Networking platforms that monetize user data, have 
also been greatly affected by the regulation, as the new data management 
requirements have been greatly strengthened. 
 
There is also concern regarding the implementation of GDPR in blockchain systems, 
as the transparent and fixed record of blockchain transactions contradicts the very 
nature of GDPR. 
 
Examples include: 

22 "Global Recruitment Industry Outlook for 2017 and 2018." 8 May. 2017, https://blog.marketresearch.com/global-recruitment-industry-outlook-for-2017 
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● The ongoing issue of smart contracts making decisions on the user’s behalf, 
when GDPR demands that EU citizens be informed of all such decisions. 

● How the ‘right to be forgotten’ can be enforced in an unalterable blockchain 
system. 

● How blockchain development decisions based on immutable data structures, 
can be rolled-back or even changed to account for the implementation of new 
regulations. 

USA 

There are several policies that focus on the protection of user rights and privacy, such 
as the Consumer Bill of Rights or the FTC’s Fair Information Practice (FIP). For 
example, the CBR limits consumer rights to personal data that companies can collect 
from consumers - while the FIP set out the rights and responsibilities for the 
collection and use of personal data. 
 
However, due to a lack of agreement from past government administrations, there 
are different versions of the FIP enforced by different agencies. To quote the National 
Science and Technology Council: “At present, there is not in place a comprehensive 
and broadly-accepted application of Fair Information Practice Principles”. 
 
That being said, companies operating in the USA have already dealt with these issues 
for years and decades - and have found ways to operate successfully under these 
circumstances. Therefore, it is quite easy to find workable solutions and implement 
them, given that the American approach to data privacy is very well known in the 
market. 
 
However, California is developing a new privacy law known as the California 
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018. Like the GDPR, this new legislation spells out these 
rights for protection of the privacy of California consumers. The new law is planned to 
go into effect on Jan. 1, 2020 and until then big tech companies and legislators will 
negotiate the precise terms of the law which could be softened considerably before 
enforcement begins. 

China 

The implementation of the ‘Cyber Security Law’ on 1 June 2017, has created a major 
change in the landscape of personal data protection in China. This new law now 
codifies core data privacy obligations, such as notification and consent requirements, 
and the adoption of specific data security requirements. 
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A mandatory obligation was also introduced for the reporting of data breaches. In 
addition, all personal information and ‘important data’ (as defined by China’s legal 
interpretation), must be stored in China if it is held by a critical information 
infrastructure operator. 

Global Regulatory Outlook 

Further regulations are being proposed in many countries, especially in the face of 
massive data breaches that have a global impact. One particular case that has 
hastened these proposals, was the recent Facebook data breach, of which 87 million 
users were affected. This resulted in Facebook’s CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, being forced 
to testify in front of the US Congress. 
 
Are there any international examples you are aware of? What about Switzerland? 
In September 2017, the Swiss Federal Council adopted a draft for a revised Swiss 
Federal Data Protection Act (“DPA”), which is being introduced at the end of 2018 or in 
early 2019. The revision aims at strengthening the individual protection of personal 
data and aligning the DPA with new EU rules on data protection. 
 
New Zealand has a new privacy law on the way too. The Privacy Bill was introduced in 
March of this year and is currently wending its way through Parliament. However, the 
Privacy Bill does not go to the lengths the GDPR does to strengthen individual 
privacy. 
In Canada a Parliamentary committee proposed changes on the Personal 
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act. They recommended stricter 
legislation and stronger enforcement powers and is based on the model developed 
by the European Union (EU).  

Legal Considerations 

Legal implications with IMPRESSO Tokens 
IMPRESSO Tokens are blockchain Tokens, which are digital Tokens created on a 
blockchain as part of a decentralized software protocol. IMPRESSO Tokens are 
crypto-Tokens issued on the Ethereum platform on the basis of an ERC20 standard 
contract. IMPRESSO Tokens are payment Tokens designed to support transactions on 
the IMPRESSO platform. IMPRESSO do not grant their holder ownership or equity in 
the Company or the right to participate in the control, direction, or decision making of 
the Company. Individuals, businesses, and other organizations should carefully weigh 
the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring IMPRESSO Tokens. We make no promises 
with respect to the future performance or value of IMPRESSO Tokens, including no 
promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee 
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that IMPRESSO Tokens will not decrease in value or hold any particular value. 
IMPRESSO Tokens are nonrefundable. IMPRESSO purchasers shall accept sole and 
exclusive risk for the purchase of the IMPRESSO Tokens and shall recognize that the 
IMPRESSO platform is currently in development and may undergo significant 
changes. Please refer to the risks associated with IMPRESSO acquisition in the 
relevant section of our Terms and Conditions. This concept is fundamental to the 
objective of the IMPRESSO platform - to spread cryptocurrency to the global 
economy. 

Limitations on purchasing and using IMPRESSO Tokens. US 
Legal Limitations 
In July 2017, the Securities and Exchange Commission ruled that some Tokens can be 
considered as securities and are thereby subject to the agency’s regulation. The ruling 
followed an SEC investigation into a German corporation, backing a group called The 
DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization), that raised $150 million on its ICO. 
The DAO issued coins that were used to pursue an automated contribution strategy, 
which entitled Token owners to receive rewards similar to dividends. For more details: 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/investreport/34-81207.pdf. 
 
The SEC also forced Protostarr, a decentralized application allowing content creators 
to receive funding from fans and contributors in return for channel earnings, to shut 
down midway through its Token Sale.  
 
By offering dividends and profit-sharing, these companies were clearly offering a 
security and failed the Howey Test created by the US Supreme Court to evaluate 
securities. 
 
Under the Howey Test, a transaction is a contribution contract if: 

● It is a contribution of funds.  
● There is an expectation of profits from the contribution. 
● The contribution of money is in a common enterprise. 
● Any profit that comes from the efforts of a promoter or third party to 

determine whether certain transactions qualify as “contribution contracts.” 
 

IMPRESSO is a payment Token used to pay for IMPRESSO platform services. 
IMPRESSO Tokens are not linked to real assets and do not grant their holders 
ownership of any share of the company or any dividends. As such, IMPRESSO Tokens 
cannot be construed as securities and pass the Howey Test as: 

● IMPRESSO Tokens are not to be purchased with expectation of profit on 
potential appreciation.  

● IMPRESSO Tokens do not represent a common enterprise, as the IMPRESSO 
platform is operational prior to offers on contributions. 
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● MPRESSO Tokens shall be purchased by affiliates, publishers and other 
network participants or their service providers to pre-purchase services on the 
IMPRESSO platform.  

● IMPRESSO Tokens do not represent a contribution contract with an 
expectation of profits from the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others. 

● IMPRESSO Tokens are not intended for contribution or currency speculation 
and IMPRESSO reserves the right to refuse to sell its Tokens to any purchaser 
that does not prove a bona fide intent of purchasing the Tokens for their 
intended purpose. 

● All contributions decisions are made directly by the holder of IMPRESSO 
Tokens, independent of other holders of IMPRESSO Tokens or the 
Management of the IMPRESSO platform. 

Canada, Singapore and Hong Kong Legal Limitations 
Singapore, Canada and Hong Kong have all imposed legal limitations on Token Sales. 
In July 2017, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) stated that Tokens fall under 
its jurisdiction if they “constitute products regulated under the Securities and Futures 
Act.” Some offers may be subject to the SFA, while others may not. All issuers of digital 
Tokens, intermediaries facilitating or advising on an offer of digital Tokens and 
platforms facilitating trading in digital Tokens should, therefore, seek independent 
legal advice to ensure they comply with all applicable laws and consult MAS where 
appropriate,” as stated by MAS officials. 
 
In August 2017, the Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) released notice 46-307 
to initial coin offerings (ICOs) referring to the Howey Test for determining if a Token 
falls under the definition of a security.  
 
Early in September 2017, the Hong Kong financial regulator, the Securities and 
Futures Commission (SFS), announced that Tokens issued via ICOs may be classified 
as securities.  
 
Similar to the US, citizens and residents of Canada, Singapore and Hong Kong can use 
IMPRESSO Tokens to pay for platform services or exchange them for other crypto 
Tokens not linked to assets (e.g. Bitcoin, Ether etc.).  

South Korea (The Republic of Korea) Legal Limitations 
At the end of September 2017, South Korean financial regulators prohibited domestic 
companies from participating in initial coin offerings. The Management of IMPRESSO 
reserves the right to stop offering IMPRESSO in South Korea if its financial regulator 
prohibits the participation of South Korean residents and citizens in offshore Token 
Sales. 
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Legal implications of smart contract execution 
IMPRESSO Tokens are issued on the basis of a smart contract on a blockchain 
platform. A smart contract is a digital instrument for the discharge via a 
programming algorithm. IMPRESSO smart contracts shall fully comply with the laws 
applicable in their respect and shall ensure compliance with the legal requirements 
pertaining to the confidentiality of information. 

Data protection 
The sale and purchase of IMPRESSO Tokens on the IMPRESSO platform may require 
the provision of personal data. Personal data is information used to identify an 
individual. Examples of personal data collected may include names, addresses, email 
addresses, phone numbers, and fax numbers. Personal data may be obtained in a 
number of ways, including application via the project website, correspondence, 
telephone and fax and email. We ensure personal data protection through the 
implementation of an internal Privacy Policy and compliance with the Terms of Use.  
 
Generally, an individual is entitled to require a bank, where they concluded any 
transaction aimed at the removal of any data regarding such transaction from the 
banking system. Blockchain does not allow deleting data about any transactions 
concluded. As such, any user conducting transactions via blockchain connected with 
the purchase and/or disposal of IMPRESSO Tokens shall represent and warrant that 
they realize the above facts and shall provide a waiver renouncing their right to 
require removal of any such data from the blockchain. We place significant emphasis 
on managing possible legal and regulatory risks and work in close partnership with a 
very reputable international law firm to protect our users. 

KYC and anti-fraud 
We pay serious attention to know-your client and anti-fraud issues in order to provide 
our customers and cryptocurrency holders with a transparent business model that is 
safe and involves minimal risk. In order to ensure that our services are not utilized by 
illegal elements to further their criminal motives, we intend to facilitate our 
operations by means of: 

● obtaining sufficient information about our clients and verifying customer 
identity;  

● conducting ongoing due diligence operations taking place on Ubex platform;  
● highlighting suspicious customers and operations. 
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Thank you! 
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